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In the third adventure for Sina, Tori, Myriam, Hannah and
Juliana, a new stable opens not far from the Sunshine
Ranch. Can Sunshine Ranch withstand the competition?
ABOUT THE SERIES
Sina, Tori, Myriam, Hannah, Ayla and Juliana meet each
other every free minute they can at the Sunshine Ranch, a
paradise for horses and other animals run by Sue, a former
actress. The friendship between the girls at the barn and
their love for the animals is put to the test when strange
events and underhanded scheming come into play.
This series with its potent combination of horses, mystery
and love launched with two titles in Fall 2012 and continues
with two more in 2013.

tournament, however, Myriam stops in the middle of her
performance and lets Hannah become the champion. The
other stable is ruined, the Sunshine Ranch is saved, and the
girls at the barn are together again.
THE AUTHOR
Gina Mayer was born in Ellwangen, Germany, in 1965, and
studied graphic design. She lives with her husband and two
children in Düsseldorf, where she works as an advertising
copywriter in addition to writing books for teens and adults.

CONTENT
A new riding stable opens for business very close to the
Sunshine Ranch and creates competition for Sue, not only
with lower prices but also with an ultramodern facilities.
Even Hannah's best friend Myriam changes to the new
place, because she thinks she'll improve her chances at the
next tournament by doing so. The other girls at the barn are
outraged and want to save the honor of Sunshine Ranch.
And a promising opportunity makes itself known: Uwe
Forster, a famous riding teacher, agrees to train Hannah for
the next tournament. Hannah quickly makes such great
strides that she is soon being treated as the secret favorite.
Two days before the tournament, however, Hannah finds
out that Forster has been having her practice an incorrect
pattern. He systematically trained her to be the favorite and
then sabotaged her so that Myriam would be the surprise
winner. Forster and the other riding school hoped to make a
lot of money by betting on the results. On the day of the
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